
Faced with ageing hardware, storage 
bottlenecks, and replication troubles,  
the UK further education college wanted  
to refresh its IT infrastructure – in the 
smartest possible way.

How Northampton College 
smartened up its systems -  
while simplifying management.



Richard Garbutt 
ICT Services Manager 
Northampton College

“Overall, this was the easiest, quickest  
and most successful of all the major projects 

undertaken by the college in recent  
years and I would like to thank all the staff  

at Tectrade who were involved.”



When you’re busy preparing 
around 10,000 students to achieve 
their dream careers, you don’t want 
your IT infrastructure to be giving 
you nightmares.

Northampton College engaged Tectrade 
to refresh its systems – and in the process, 
address growing concerns around IT 
availability, performance and complexity:

• Its existing hardware – running the 
 college’s essential applications – was 
 ageing, and no longer fully supported

• Its storage infrastructure was prone  
 to bottlenecks

• It was experiencing replication issues 
 between its production and DR sites

The college was keen to find a solution that 
would address every one of these issues,  
while simplifying day-to-day administration  
and management.

The challenge



Here’s what we proposed:

• Boosting system performance and  
 availability – by installing new servers  
 at Northampton’s production and DR  
 sites, and re-energising its existing  
 VMware virtual environment

• Simplifying system management – by  
 deploying an IBM Storwize device  
 at each site, and establishing a new  
 virtualized storage environment

• Making smarter use of storage space  
 – by taking advantage of the devices’  
 embedded compression and automated  
 tiering tools

• Ousting replication issues – by  
 connecting the new servers and Storwize  
 devices with fibre channel networking

 

As Northampton College’s ICT Services 
Manager, Richard Garbutt explains, the 
institution accepted our proposal based on  
the quality of the equipment, the ease of use, 
the proposed customer service, the flexibility  
of the solution and the reasonable cost.

The solution



Richard Garbutt  
ICT Services Manager 
Northampton College

“The project management and planning  
went really well, with any foreseeable 

problems sorted out well before installation 
and the project manager and the account 
manager keeping in touch throughout the 

whole project.”



The Environment
• Dual-site production and DR infrastructure  
 

 The Products & Services
• IBM System Storage technology

• IBM System Networking switches

• Lenovo ThinkServer RD640 servers

• Tectrade professional services for installation,  
 configuration and migration



A future-ready IT infrastructure

Northampton College’s refreshed, virtualised 
infrastructure has given the institution new 
levels of performance, availability and flexibility 
– preparing the college for today’s and 
tomorrow’s demands.

More room to grow

With greater storage capacity – as well as new 
tiering and data compression capabilities – the 
college now has much greater room to grow.

Less time spent on Management

The college’s IT team now spends less time 
on storage management, thanks to the simple, 
browser-based GUIs of its newly virtualised 
environment.

Robust data protection and DR

Faster networking has resolved the college’s 
replication issues – helping to ensure its critical 
data is always well protected, and recoverable 
in the event of a systems failure.

Fresh performance from existing IT

The college’s new servers have improved the 
performance of its existing VMware virtual 
environment, and in turn, its critical applications.

The Results



Richard Garbutt 
ICT Services Manager 
Northampton College

“The installation went extremely well, with  
the Tectrade engineer showing a great depth 

of flexibility and knowledge, and working  
well with the college IT staff. The set up  
and configuration was done amazingly 

quickly, leaving ample time for knowledge 
transfer to take place.”
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Tectrade attacks the toughest, most complex 
data challenges for the world’s most data-
intensive companies. We partner with our 
clients to help them better protect and 
manage their critical data assets – reducing 
cost and risk, and unlocking the full value  
of their data. And with teams in Europe 
and the US, we can deliver projects and 
managed services on a truly global scale.
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